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Professional, polished plaster decorative finish - mirror-like, natural waxed effect
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VENEXIAN FAUX is a premium quality, synthetic based, smooth polished plaster for interior application that produces a truly spectacular finish. It is the modern

solution to

recreate the splendor of a classic Venetian stucco effect with the maximum versatility of use.

The new exclusive formula of VENEXIAN FAUX enables easier and quicker applications with an extremely high gloss finish, allowing you to easily correct

eventual marks left

by trowels and does not lift the underlayer when pressing the finish coat.

 It is also possible to add 1 lt of the special METALTOP KS paste to every 4 lt of product for the finish coat, to create a decorative stucco with a truly splendid

gold effect.

INTENDED USE
Smooth interior walls

SURFACE TREATMENT
If necessary apply a coat of ADIFIX primer. Apply a basecoat of FONDO UNIVERSALE thinned 20-30% water.

COLOR
With new series TINTERS according to formula on the catalogue. Mix the product with a flywheel drill at low speed before and after coloring. Prepare the color at least 12

hours before use.

APPLICATION
Apply with a stainless steel trowel with rounded edges. The size of the tool will determine the final effect. With the finishing coat, apply a small quality

of product and burnish well to reach the maximum gloss. VENEXIAN FAUX does not require any waxing at all; however the application of a top coat of EASY WAX

will improve the protection. It is also possible to add 1 lt of the special paste METALTOP KS to every 4 lt of product for the finish coat, to create a decorative stucco with a truly

splendid gold effect.

THINNING
Ready to use

AVERAGE SPREAD RATE
Spread rate: abt 1.5 to 2,5 m2/lt

DRYING TIME AT 25° C
Abt 2 hours touch dry;

Recoat time: abt 4 to 6 hours.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY
1810 +/- 20 g/l

VISCOSITY
(Brookfield 30°C): 120.000 to 130.000 mPa.s

V.O.C. (Directive 2004/42/CE)
Cat. L BA - Direttive 2004/42/CE - Val Max.: 200 g/l - Val Eff.: 65 g/l

Any information supplied whether verbal or in writing, is for guidance only as conditions and feasibility of use may be influenced by external factors beyond our control and is therefore given in good faith but without warranty.  Adicolor reserves the right to

modify any data and information without notice. Our technical service is available for any further detailed information.


